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Abstract

Smooth pursuit eye movements and visual motion perception rely on the integration of current sensory signals with past ex-
perience. Experience shapes our expectation of current visual events and can drive eye movement responses made in
anticipation of a target, such as anticipatory pursuit. Previous research revealed consistent effects of expectation on antici-
patory pursuit—eye movements follow the expected target direction or speed—and contrasting effects on motion percep-
tion, but most studies considered either eye movement or perceptual responses. The current study directly compared
effects of direction expectation on perception and anticipatory pursuit within the same direction discrimination task to inves-
tigate whether both types of responses are affected similarly or differently. Observers (n = 10) viewed high-coherence ran-
dom-dot kinematograms (RDKs) moving rightward and leftward with a probability of 50%, 70%, or 90% in a given block of
trials to build up an expectation of motion direction. They were asked to judge motion direction of interleaved low-coher-
ence RDKs (0%–15%). Perceptual judgements were compared with changes in anticipatory pursuit eye movements as a
function of probability. Results show that anticipatory pursuit velocity scaled with probability and followed direction expecta-
tion (attraction bias), whereas perceptual judgments were biased opposite to direction expectation (repulsion bias). Control
experiments suggest that the repulsion bias in perception was not caused by retinal slip induced by anticipatory pursuit, or
by motion adaptation. We conclude that direction expectation can be processed differently for perception and anticipatory
pursuit.

NEW & NOTEWORTHY We show that expectations about motion direction that are based on long-term trial history affect per-
ception and anticipatory pursuit differently. Whereas anticipatory pursuit direction was coherent with the expected motion direc-
tion (attraction bias), perception was biased opposite to the expected direction (repulsion bias). These opposite biases
potentially reveal different ways in which perception and action utilize prior information and support the idea of different informa-
tion processing for perception and pursuit.

anticipatory pursuit; expectation; motion perception

INTRODUCTION

How we perceive and interact with the visual world
depends not only on current visual input but also on our ex-
perience with past sensory events. In Bayesian inference, this
experience informs a prior—one’s expectation of the probabil-
ity of an event before any sensory evidence is present (1, 2).

This study investigates how visual motion priors, based on
long-term experience, affect visual perception and move-
ment, and whether these two outcomes are controlled in the
same way or differently by expectation. We use smooth pur-
suit eye movements—the eyes’ continuous response to mov-
ing objects—as a model system for visually guided movement
to investigate this question. Smooth pursuit eye movements
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are closely related to the perception of visual motion (3–5).
They rely on the integration of current motion information
with priors based on experience across just a few trials or
across a longer-term context (6–8). Moreover, smooth pursuit
can be triggered by the expectation of a certain motion direc-
tion even before the object’s motion onset, a phenomenon
known as anticipatory smooth pursuit (9, 10).

Previous research has revealed highly consistent effects of
expectation on pursuit but contrasting effects onmotion per-
ception. For example, anticipatory pursuit can be triggered
when observers repeatedly view stimuli moving into the
same direction (10, 11). The eyes are then attracted to the
expected motion direction before the onset of the stimulus
(attraction bias in direction). These responses are not purely
habitual but finely tuned to the strength of expectation (12–
14). Congruently, anticipatory pursuit velocity is propor-
tional to the average velocity of the target across previous tri-
als (attraction bias in speed) and strongly affected by events
in the previous two trials (15). Furthermore, Bayesian inte-
gration models have been used to describe how priors would
lead to attraction effects in visually guided pursuit when
combined with noisy visual motion signals (6, 7, 16–18).

By contrast, perceptual studies have found evidence for
both an attraction bias as well as for responses to be repelled
away from the expected direction (repulsion bias; 19). In
studies reporting attraction biases, estimates of direction, ve-
locity, or orientation in a current trial are affected by events
in previous trials such that an observer’s perception would
be biased in line with the motion information observed in
previous trials. Such biases can build up quickly, within a
few trials (20, 21) or can be based on implicitly learning the
statistical properties of a stimulus environment over many
trials (2, 22, 23), as described by Bayesian integrationmodels.
Perceptual repulsion biases have been observed across dif-
ferent visual tasks and features. In a speed estimation task in
which observers had to judge whether the speed in the cur-
rent trial was faster or slower than the average speed across
all previous trials, observers tended to overestimate a current
target’s velocity when the average velocity across previous
trials was slow and vice versa for fast velocity (15). Similar
repulsion biases have been found in studies in which observ-
ers had to adjust the orientation of a test stimulus relative to
an inducer stimulus, when both stimulus orientations dif-
fered by more than 60� between the previous and current
trial (24). In this scenario, observers’ adjustment responses
were sometimes repelled away from the previous trial’s stim-
ulus orientation. In sum, expectation built across different
timescales can result in a perceptual bias either in the same
direction as the cue, prompt, or adaptor (attraction bias), or
in the opposite direction (repulsion bias).

The current study directly compared effects of direction
expectation on perception and anticipatory pursuit within
the same trials to investigate whether both types of
responses are affected similarly or differently, and how they
interact. On one hand, attraction biases are commonly found
in pursuit and in most perceptual studies that did not use
adjustment tasks or reference comparisons. On the other
hand, one study that directly compared velocity expectation
effects reported opposite biases in speed discrimination and
anticipatory pursuit (15). Overall, it remains unclear whether
motion priors affect perception and pursuit similarly or

differently. We introduced different probabilities of motion
direction in the current study, leading to an implicit expecta-
tion bias for future motion direction based on previous trial
history. This manipulation allows us to investigate the effect
of a general motion prior on perception and pursuit. In the
following, we refer to effects of expectation as the behavior
triggered bymanipulations of this statistical bias.

METHODS
All three experiments were similar in terms of procedure

and analyses. Experiment 1 was the main experiment, and
the purpose was to compare the effect of expectation on
motion direction discrimination and anticipatory pursuit.
Control experiments 2 and 3 investigated alternative explan-
ations for findings obtained in experiment 1, testing interac-
tions between anticipatory pursuit and perception, and
effects of stimulus features, respectively. General methods
are described for experiment 1. Deviations in stimuli and pro-
cedures for control experiments are briefly described in
RESULTS.

Observers

We recruited 10 observers (age mean=26.20, SD=5.41yr;
six females) with normal or corrected-to-normal visual acu-
ity (at least 20/20 as assessed using an Early Treatment
Diabetic Retinopathy Study chart) and no history of ophthal-
mologic, neurologic, or psychiatric disease. All observers
participated in experiment 1, eight of these observers (age
mean=27.38, SD=5.40yr; four females) also participated in
experiment 2, and nine (age mean=26.56, SD=5.61 yr; six
females) also participated in experiment 3. The sample size is
comparable with previous studies (n = 9 in 15, n = 8 in 25, n =
6 in 14). The University of British Columbia Behavioral
Research Ethics Board approved all experimental proce-
dures, and all observers participated after giving written
informed consent. Observers received $35 Canadian Dollars
remuneration for participation per experiment.

Visual Stimuli and Setup

Stimuli were random dot kinematograms (RDKs) pre-
sented in a static aperture of 20� diameter centered in the
middle of the screen. Each RDK consisted of �470 (density
1.5 dot/deg2) uniformly distributed white dots (98 cd/m2) on
a gray background (22cd/m2). Each dot (diameter 0.14�)
moved at a constant speed of 10�/s. The dots were labeled as
signal or noise dots. Labels were updated and randomly reas-
signed every four frames (�47ms). Signal dots alwaysmoved
in the global motion direction of the RDK (left or right),
whereas each noise dot moved in a random direction other
than the signal direction with unlimited lifetime. When a dot
moved out of the aperture, it reentered from the opposite
side of the aperture. The coherence of the RDK was defined
as the proportion of signal dots (0–100%).

Observers were seated in a dimly-lit room and viewed all
stimuli on a c-corrected 39cm� 29cm CRT monitor
(ViewSonic G255f; resolution 1280� 1024 pixel; refresh rate
85Hz). The viewing distance was 55cm. Each observer’s
head was stabilized using a chin-and-forehead-rest. Stimuli
and procedure were programmed in MATLAB R2018b (The
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MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) and Psychtoolbox v. 3.0.12
(26–28).

Procedure and Design

Figure 1 shows the trial timeline in experiment 1.
Observers were asked to fixate the center of the screen when
the red fixation point was on for 600–900ms. Fixation was
monitored online: if eye position was further than 2� from
the center of the fixation point, the fixation point turned
white and the countdown of fixation duration was paused
until the observer regained accurate fixation. A blank screen
(gap; 300ms) was shown to help induce anticipatory pursuit
(29). Observers were then asked to smoothly follow the global
motion of the RDK (700ms) with their eyes. A dynamic
white-noise mask with luminance noise randomly assigned
pixel by pixel (luminance range within 7cd/m2 to 46cd/m2)
was shown after RDK offset for 600ms to avoid potential
carry-over effects from one trial to the next (30, 31). At the
end of each trial, they were asked to report whether it moved
left or right using the “left” or “right” arrow keys on the com-
puter keyboard.

In each block, two types of trials were shown: 500 context
trials containing nonambiguous motion direction (100% co-
herence) were randomly interleaved with 182 probe trials
containing ambiguous motion (0, 5, 10, or 15% coherence).
The purpose of the context trials was to build up an expecta-
tion of motion direction in a given block. In each of three
blocks of trials, presented in random order, we introduced
different probabilities of motion direction in context trials,
either 50%, 70%, and 90% probability of rightward or left-
ward motion. Blocks with higher probability of rightward
and leftward motion were presented in different sessions;
half of our sample of observers (n = 5) saw only higher proba-
bilities of rightward motion, and the other half saw only
higher probabilities of leftward motion. The experiment was
split up that way to reduce workload for each observer,
because each block of trials took 60min to complete for a
total of 3h per observer. The first 50 trials in each block were
always context trials. The purpose of the probe trials was to
measure the effect of expectation on perception of motion
direction, which would be prominent when visual input pro-
vided little evidence. To fairly compare perception and ocu-
lomotor anticipation, we also analyzed anticipatory pursuit

in probe trials only. For all observers, probe trials consisted
of equal numbers of leftward/rightward trials.

Eye Movement Recording and Analysis

In all three experiments, the position of the right eye was
recorded using a video-based eye tracker at a sampling rate
of 1,000Hz (EyeLink 1000 desk-mounted, SR Research Ltd.,
Kanata, ON, Canada). Eye movements were then analyzed
offline using custom-madeMATLAB functions. Eye position,
velocity, and acceleration data were filtered with a second-
order Butterworth filter (cutoff frequencies of 15Hz for posi-
tion and 30Hz for velocity and acceleration). Saccades were
detected based on an acceleration criterion: the acceleration
trace was segmented by zero-crossing points, and peak accel-
eration within each segment was calculated. If at least two
consecutive segments had absolute peak acceleration larger
than 400�/s2, these segments were defined as saccades. An
acceleration threshold was used to accurately detect sac-
cades of small amplitude and velocity during the anticipa-
tory pursuit phase. Saccade detection was confirmed by
visual inspection of the velocity traces in each trial. Saccades
were then excluded from the analysis of smooth pursuit.
Following previous studies (14, 15, 32), anticipatory pursuit
velocity was defined as the average horizontal eye velocity
during the time window from 50ms before to 50ms after
RDK onset. We also analyzed eye velocity gain (eye velocity
relative to target velocity) during visually guided pursuit,
calculated during the time window from 300 to 600ms after
target onset. Trials with blinks during RDK presentation
were manually labeled as invalid and excluded (1% across
observers in experiment 1, 0.5% in experiment 2, and 0.7% in
experiment 3). Leftward direction is negative by convention.

Perceptual Response Analysis

We did not observe systematic differences between the
effects of rightward and leftward motion probability on the
magnitude of anticipatory pursuit [experiment 1: t(4) =0.76,
P = 0.49, Cohen’s d=0.94] or perceptual bias [experiment 1: t
(4) = 1.07, P = 0.34, Cohen’s d=0.83] and therefore merged
data for different motion directions, presenting data as if
higher probabilities of rightward motion were presented.
Under each probability condition for each observer, we fitted

Cue for perceptual 
judgement-left or right

RDK (700 ms)

Gap (300 ms)

Fixation 
(600-900 ms)

Dynamic noise 
mask (600 ms)

Context trial

or

Probe trial  / 

?

Figure 1. Trial timeline in experiment 1. A fixation point was
shown for 600–900ms, followed by a blank screen for
300ms, and the RDK for 700ms. A dynamic white-noise
mask was presented after the RDK for 600ms. A question
mark is presented at the center of the screen after the
dynamic white-noise mask, indicating that participants could
now report the perceived global motion direction. Two
types of trials were presented: context trials with highest-co-
herence RDKs, and probe trials with low-coherence RDKs.
The stimuli’s relative size and contrast are increased for pre-
sentation purposes. RDK, random-dot kinematograms.
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a psychometric curve using the logistic function as shown
below:

Pðperceiving rightÞ ¼ ð1� kÞ 1
1 þ e�bðx�aÞ ð1Þ

Specifically, x is the signed motion coherence of RDK
(negative for leftward motion), a is the point of subjective
equality (PSE) where observers reported both motion direc-
tions equally often (50% of the time), b is the slope represent-
ing the sensitivity of perception, and k is the lapse rate
(restricted to below 0.1 when fitting). In this study, a shift of
the PSE across probability conditions would indicate a per-
ceptual bias. A shift to the left indicates a perceptual attrac-
tion bias (i.e., with direction judgments being attracted
toward the direction expectation of rightwards), and a shift
to the right indicates a repulsion bias. A change in slope
across probability conditions would indicate a change in
sensitivity of perceptual judgments, where a steeper slope
corresponds to higher sensitivity. Curve fitting was per-
formed using the Palamedes toolbox v. 1.9.0 in MATLAB
(33).

Hypotheses and Statistical Analysis

In experiment 1, we aimed to test the following hypothe-
ses. First, anticipatory pursuit is affected by direction expec-
tation: the velocity of anticipatory pursuit scales positively
with the target’s direction probability (attraction bias); a
higher probability of rightward motion will lead to a higher
velocity in anticipatory pursuit (Fig. 2A). Second, direction
perception is affected by direction expectation: observers
preferentially perceive the expected motion direction (attr-
action bias; Fig. 2B). Alternatively, perception could be bi-
ased away from the expected direction (repulsion bias; Fig.
2B), as has sometimes been reported in the literature.We fur-
ther examined if expectation affected slope to investigate
whether different prior probabilities might result in differen-
ces in sensitivity. To examine the expected effects of proba-
bility on anticipatory pursuit velocity, the magnitude of
perceptual bias (shift of the PSE), and the sensitivity of per-
ception (slope), we used one-way repeated-measures analy-
ses of variance (ANOVA) with probability as factor. In
addition, to examine whether anticipatory pursuit velocity
and the strength of any potential perceptual bias were corre-
lated across conditions and observers, we fitted a linear

mixed-effects model of PSE with probability and anticipa-
tory pursuit velocity as fixed effects, and individual intercept
as the random effect [formula: PSE� anticipatory pursuit ve-
locity þ probability þ (1 j observer)]. Finally, we also exam-
ined the potential link between visually guided pursuit and
perception, and effects of probability on the velocity gain of
visually guided pursuit. Experiments 2 and 3 investigated al-
ternative explanations of findings obtained in experiment 1.
Their logic and underlying hypotheses are described in
RESULTS.

Across experiments, we report generalized eta-squared
(g2

g) as the effect size in one-way ANOVAs, and partial eta-
squared (g2

p) in two-way ANOVAs. For all experiments, we
also report mean and 95% confidence interval (CI) of antici-
patory pursuit velocity and PSE from 1,000 bootstrap simu-
lations to supplement statistical hypothesis testing and
provide quantitative estimates of the variability of sample
estimates. To supplement tests yielding nonsignificant
effects in our statistical analyses, we performed equivalence
tests (34). Specifically, two one-sided paired t tests were con-
ducted to examine if the difference between two groups was
within the smallest effect size of interest (the null hypothesis
for these tests would be that there is a significantly large dif-
ference). We set the smallest effect size of interest to Cohen’s
d=0.36, which is the effect size that a study with 20 observ-
ers can detect with 33% power and an a of .05 in a two-sided
paired t test. We report the t test with the smaller t value
(thus larger P value). If the larger P value is smaller than .05,
the hypothesis that there is a significant difference is
rejected; otherwise, it would indicate insufficient evidence
to conclude whether there is a difference. The statistical tests
were conducted in R v. 3.6.0 (package "TOSTER," 35; package
"lme4," 36; package "ez," 37; R Core Team, 38) and MATLAB
R2020a.

RESULTS

Experiment 1

Evidence for attraction bias in anticipatory pursuit.
Across observers and trials, we found that the velocity of the
anticipatory pursuit response scaled positively with the
probability of a given motion direction. Figure 3A shows an
example of individual eye velocity traces, and Fig. 3B shows
group-averaged eye velocity traces in probe trials, indicating
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Figure 2. Hypotheses for attraction bias in
anticipatory pursuit velocity (A) and attrac-
tion or repulsion bias in perception (B). A:
anticipatory pursuit velocity increases with
increasing probability of rightward motion
in each block, reflecting an attraction bias.
B: the perceptual bias is reflected by a shift
of the PSE at higher probabilities (70% and
90%) when compared with the 50% proba-
bility condition; a leftward shift (solid lines)
indicates an attraction bias, a rightward
shift (dashed lines) indicates repulsion bias.
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cates that the global motion direction is
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random-dot kinematograms.
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that anticipatory pursuit velocity increases with increasing
probability of rightward motion. These observations were con-
firmed by a significant main effect of probability on anticipa-
tory pursuit velocity (Fig. 3C), F(2,18)=28.19, P = 2.84 � 10�6,
g2

g = 0.19. As a complementary method to these statistics, the
bootstrapped mean and 95% CI of anticipatory pursuit velocity
confirmed our findings (50%: 0.24±0.01�/s; 70%: 0.70±0.01�/s;
90%: 1.26±0.01�/s).

Evidence for repulsion bias in direction perception.
Perceptual results are incongruent with what we observed
for anticipatory pursuit. We found a systematic rightward
shift in the PSE at the individual observer level (Fig. 4A) as
well as across observers (Fig. 4B), indicating a perceptual
bias away from the high-probability motion direction. When
rightward trials had a higher probability in context trials,

observers tended to perceive leftward direction more often
in probe trials. These observations were confirmed by a sig-
nificant main effect of probability on the PSE (Fig. 4B), F
(2,18)= 20.36, P = 2.39� 10�5, g2

g = 0.34. The bootstrapped
mean and 95% CI of the PSE confirmed these statistical
results (50%: �0.02 ± 0.002; 70%: 0.0003±0.002; 90%:
0.04±0.0002). We did not observe any significant effects of
probability on slope [F(2,18)=0.78, P = 0.48, g2

g = 0.02], indi-
cating that sensitivity did not change across probability con-
ditions. The bootstrapped mean and 95% CI of slope were
31.31 ± 5.26 for 50%, 31.72± 2.14 for 70%, and 29.87± 3.93 for
90%.

We did not find any dependencies between PSE and antic-
ipatory pursuit velocity in addition to the fact that they both
changed with probability. The fixed effect of anticipatory
pursuit velocity in the linear mixed-effects model of PSE
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[PSE � anticipatory pursuit velocity þ probability þ (1 j ob-
server)] was not significant [estimate ± SD = �0.002±0.01, t
(20.31) = �0.16, P = 0.87], and only the fixed effect of proba-
bility was significant [estimate ± SD=0.002±0.0004, t
(30.00) =4.60, P = 7.12� 10�5]. To illustrate this, we show the
across-observer relationship between probability-induced
changes of anticipatory pursuit velocity and probability-
induced changes of PSE (Fig. 5). The probability-induced
changes were calculated as the fitted slopes of anticipatory
pursuit velocity (as shown in Fig. 3C) or PSE (as shown in
Fig. 4B) across probability conditions. Consistent with the
nonsignificant main effect of anticipatory pursuit velocity
on PSE in the linear mixed-effects model, there is no clear
pattern of proportionality and for instance observers with

larger changes in anticipatory pursuit velocity do not neces-
sarily show larger changes in PSE.

Taken together, our results point at a differential effect of
motion direction probability on anticipatory pursuit, reflect-
ing an attraction bias, and direction perception, reflecting a
repulsion bias. To explore this further, we next examined the
potential link between visually guided pursuit and percep-
tion and analyzed the effect of probability on visually guided
pursuit velocity gain.

Visually guided pursuit is aligned with direction
perception.
Whereas anticipatory pursuit is mostly driven by expecta-
tion, visually guided pursuit is tuned to the visual properties
of the target and is known to strongly covary with motion
perception (5). Previous research has demonstrated that
smooth pursuit can be elicited by perceived illusory motion
rather than by physical motion (39, 40). Therefore, visually
guided pursuit could follow different result patterns from
anticipatory pursuit and bemore aligned with perception.

Here, we investigated whether visually guided pursuit was
more in line with an attraction bias (as in anticipatory pursuit)
or followed a repulsion bias (as in perception). We compared
eye velocity gain in conditions in which the perceptual judg-
ment corresponded to the physical motion direction (congru-
ent) with conditions where perceptual judgments went in the
opposite direction to the physical motion (incongruent).
Figure 6 shows average velocity traces in probe trials across
all observers for congruent (Fig. 6A) versus incongruent trials
(Fig. 6B). Note that this categorization of congruency is agnos-
tic on whether perception followed the expected motion
direction or the opposite one and merely reflects how closely
perception matched physical target motion. Whereas late vis-
ually guided pursuit followed the visual motion direction in
congruent trials (shaded areas in Fig. 6A), pursuit followed
visual motion direction less in incongruent trials (Fig. 6B)
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perceived directions across different probability conditions in experiment 1. The purple shaded area indicates the analysis window for late-phase pursuit;
an early cutoff was applied to reduce the effect of anticipatory deceleration before the end of each trial (at 700ms). B: group-averaged (n = 10) horizontal
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with a tendency to be directed into the opposite (perceived)
direction, resulting in smaller or negative gains. This is con-
firmed by a significant main effect of congruency on velocity
gain [Fig. 6C; F(1,9) =20.65, P = 0.001, g2

p = 0.70]. The main
effect of probability [F(2,18) =0.049, P = 0.953, g2

p = 0.005] or
the congruency � probability interaction [F(2,18) =0.051, P =
0.950, g2

p = 0.006] were not significant. This difference in vis-
ually guided pursuit between congruent and incongruent
conditions persisted across different levels of motion coher-
ence (not shown). However, we noticed that there were incon-
sistencies across observers, and some observers tend to have
little visually guided pursuit in probe trials in general (such as
the example observer in Fig. 3A), or in incongruent trials (Fig.
6C, gain around zero). Therefore, although visually guided
pursuit was biased toward the opposite direction than visual
motion (i.e., the perceived direction) in incongruent trials, it
did not always strictlymove in the perceived direction.

Further, we examined if expectation had an effect on visu-
ally guided pursuit, by analyzing the effect of probability on
visually guided pursuit gain. Late-phase visually guided pur-
suit in rightward probe trials seemed to have lower velocity
in blocks with higher probability of rightward motion (see
Fig. 3B, can also be seen in Fig. 6A with majority of probe tri-
als). Since direction expectation might affect visually guided
smooth pursuit differently for rightward and leftward
motion trials, we included visual motion direction as a sec-
ond factor in the two-way ANOVA on visually guided pursuit
gain. If the observed decrease in eye velocity with increased
probability across blocks was true, a significant main effect
of probability and possibly a significant interaction effect
of probability � visual motion direction could be observed.
However, the interaction effect [F(2,18) = 1.54, P = 0.24,
g2

p = 0.15; Fig. 7), the main effect of probability [F(2,18) =0.58,
P = 0.57, g2

p = 0.06], or the main effect of visual motion direc-
tion [F(1,9) = 1.87, P = 0.20, g2

p = 0.17] were nonsignificant.
This could be due to the large individual variability—some
observers had little visually guided pursuit in probe trials
across probability conditions (gain close to zero), likely due to
the low RDK coherence.

Notwithstanding a lack of evidence for expectation effects
on visually guided pursuit, this part of the pursuit response
was more aligned with perception than anticipatory pursuit.
This finding indicates that late-phase pursuit is driven by
signals that aremore coherent with those signals driving per-
ceptual judgments than those driving anticipatory pursuit.

Nomotor adaptation of visually guided pursuit in
context trials.
To confirm that any biases in anticipatory pursuit and per-
ception were not due to motor adaptation in visually guided
smooth pursuit, we tested whether direction probability had
an effect on visually guided pursuit in context trials (Fig. 8).
The first 50 context trials in each block were excluded from
this analysis, because these trials might be used to build up
an expectation of motion direction. A one-way ANOVA with
probability as the factor yielded no significant main effect of
probability on visually guided pursuit gain [F(2,18)=0.51, P =
0.61, g2

g = 0.01]. This indicates that motor adaptation is
unlikely to affect perception and pursuit in probe trials.

Experiment 2

To further explore the mechanisms underlying the disso-
ciation between expectation effects on anticipatory pursuit
and perception, we conducted two control experiments. One
potential problem with our paradigmmight be that anticipa-
tory pursuit during the earliest phase of the presentation of
the low-coherence RDK elicits retinal image motion in the
opposite direction than the expected one. This motion signal
could have informed the perceptual choice, explaining the
repulsion bias. In experiment 2, we therefore tested whether
the observed perceptual bias was affected by this negative
retinal motion signal by manipulating anticipatory pursuit
magnitude. To reduce anticipatory pursuit, we showed the
fixation point until RDK onset, omitting the 300-ms gap
introduced in experiment 1, and instructed observers to
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maintain fixation until the stimulus started moving. Each
observer completed two blocks (50% and 90% probability of
rightward motion). All other procedures were the same as in
experiment 1.

To confirm that anticipatory pursuit was reduced in
experiment 2 as compared with experiment 1, we performed
a two-way repeated measures ANOVA with experiment and
probability as factors. An experiment � probability interac-
tion effect on anticipatory pursuit velocity would indicate a
change in anticipatory pursuit magnitude from one experi-
ment to the other. If anticipatory pursuit induced the per-
ceptual bias, reduced anticipatory pursuit magnitude in
experiment 2 should result in a smaller perceptual bias. This
interpretation would be supported by a significant experi-
ment� probability interaction effect on PSE.

Anticipatory pursuit was significantly reduced with
prolonged fixation.
The experimental manipulation of prolonging fixation in
experiment 2 yielded the expected reduction in anticipatory
pursuit velocity from 1.26± 1.11�/s (mean ± SD) in experiment 1
to 0.57±0.30�/s in experiment 2 at the highest probability of
rightward motion (Fig. 9, A and B). This observation was con-
firmed by a significant experiment � probability interaction
[Fig. 9C; F(1,7) =7.20, P = 0.03, g2

p = 0.51]. Despite lower over-
all velocity, higher probability of rightward motion continued
to induce higher anticipatory pursuit velocity, reflected in a
main effect of probability [F(1,7) = 37.81, P = 0.0005, g2

p =

0.84]. Congruently, the bootstrapped mean and 95% CI of an-
ticipatory pursuit velocity in experiment 2 were 0.05 ± 0.01�/s
for 50% and 0.59 ± 0.01�/s for 90%. The main effect of experi-
mentwas not significant [F(1,7) = 2.06, P = 0.19, g2

p = 0.23].
In addition, since perceptual performance is quantified by

a probabilistic measure whereas anticipatory pursuit veloc-
ity is a continuous variable, we tested if the anticipatory pur-
suit was still reduced in experiment 2 with respect to
experiment 1 even when using a probabilistic measure. As by
definition anticipatory pursuit is not affected by the motion
coherence of the upcoming visual stimulus, and thus an
“oculometric function” is not feasible, we simply binarized
anticipatory pursuit into leftward and rightward, then calcu-
lated the proportion of trials with rightward anticipatory
pursuit in each probability condition. Specifically, mean an-
ticipatory pursuit velocity in the 50% block is used as the
baseline, and anticipatory pursuit is classified as rightward if
its velocity is larger than baseline. The proportion of trials
with rightward anticipatory pursuit in the 90% block was sig-
nificantly reduced from 85.75±6.90% in experiment 1 to
75.91 ± 11.22% in experiment 2 [t(7) = 3.21, P = 0.01, Cohen’s d =
�1.14], consistent with the reduction of mean anticipatory
pursuit velocity.

Persistent perceptual bias despite reduced anticipatory
pursuit velocity.
Despite the successful reduction in anticipatory pursuit veloc-
ity, we did not observe a decreased repulsion bias (rightward
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Figure 9. A: the group-averaged (n =8) horizontal eye veloc-
ity traces in probe trials across different probability condi-
tions in experiment 2. B: horizontal anticipatory pursuit
velocity in experiment 2 (n =8). C: the comparison of antici-
patory pursuit velocity between experiments 1 and 2. The
horizontal bars show the mean across observers (n =8 for
both experiments), and the error bars show the 95% CI. CI,
confidence interval; RDK, random-dot kinematograms.
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shift of the PSE; Fig. 10A) in perceptual judgments in experi-
ment 2. This observation was confirmed by a significant main
effect of probability, F(1,7) =22.91, P = 0.002, g2

p = 0.77, and a
lack of experiment � probability interaction [Fig. 10B; F
(1,7) =0.001, P = 0.97, g2

p = 0.0002]. The bootstrapped mean
and 95% CI of the PSE were�0.04 ± 0.003 for 50% and 0.02 ±
0.002 for 90%. The main effect of experiment was not signifi-
cant [F(1,7) =4.54, P = 0.07, g2

p = 0.39]. To further test if
experiment has no effect on the perceptual bias, which can be
calculated as the difference of PSE between the 90% and 50%
blocks, we did equivalence tests of the difference of PSE
across experiments. Both one-sided paired t tests showed
nonsignificant results [t(7) = �0.86, P = 0.21 for the test with a
larger P value], indicating insufficient evidence to support a
null effect. Together, these results show that the negative reti-
nal image motion induced by anticipatory pursuit is unlikely
to cause the repulsion bias, but a firm conclusion of the null
effect requires further confirmation.

Experiment 3

In all experiments presented so far, we used a noise mask
following RDK presentation (Fig. 1) to reduce potential
motion aftereffects. Such aftereffects have been observed in
perception (41) and pursuit (42). An alternative explanation
for the perceptual repulsion effect observed in experiments 1
and 2 could be that prolonged exposure to a high-coherence
moving stimulus in context trials produces a perceptual
aftereffect (a form of low-level sensory adaptation) despite
the mask. One way to reduce potential effects of motion
aftereffects or other similar forms of sensory adaption is to
lower the motion signal strength of the adaptor, for example,
by reducing its luminance contrast (43). It is well known that
the response of neurons in motion-sensitive middle tempo-
ral cortex (area MT) is modulated by motion coherence (44).
In experiment 3, we therefore reduced the coherence of the
RDK in context trials to investigate whether such a manipu-
lation would weaken the perceptual repulsion bias. We
reduced motion coherence of RDKs in context trials to 25%
on average (coherence levels of 20% and 30% randomly
assigned to half of the context trials in each block). This co-
herence level is considered to be above perceptual thresh-
olds for direction discrimination in adults (45) and yielded

judgements of >99% correct accuracy in context trials in our
experiment. We therefore expected that the perceived proba-
bility of context trials (50% and 90%) remained the same as
in previous experiments. All other procedures were the same
as in experiment 1.

First, we assessed whether coherence impacted visually
guided pursuit in context trials to confirm that the coherence
manipulation successfully reduced the motion signal. We
conducted a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA on pursuit
gain with experiment and probability as factors. A significant
main effect of experimentwould imply a reduction inmotion
signal due to the reduced coherence. To examine if motion
coherence has an effect on anticipatory pursuit, we con-
ducted a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA on anticipa-
tory pursuit velocity with experiment and probability as
factors. A significant interaction would indicate that antici-
patory pursuit was modulated by motion signal strength in
context trials. Second, to examine whether RDK coherence
in context trials affects perception, we conducted a two-way
repeated-measures ANOVA on PSE with experiment and
probability as factors. If RDK coherence in context trials
affected the repulsion bias, we should find a significant
interaction.

Low-coherence context trials elicit weaker visually
guided and anticipatory smooth pursuit.
The experimental manipulation of motion coherence yielded
the expected reduction in visually guided pursuit gain in con-
text trials (experiment 1: mean=0.89±0.11 across observers
and probability conditions, experiment 3: mean=0.49±0.16).
This observation was confirmed by a significant main effect
of experiment on pursuit gain [F(1,8) = 192.62, P = 7.03� 10�7,
g2

p = 0.96]. No significant main effect of probability [F
(1,8) = 1.66, P = 0.23, g2

p = 0.17] or interaction [F(1,8) = 1.68, P =
0.23, g2

p = 0.17] were found. This confirmed that a reduction
in motion coherence elicited a weaker motion signal and
therefore lower pursuit gain in context trials.

Similarly, the experimental manipulation of motion co-
herence in context trials reduced anticipatory pursuit veloc-
ity at the highest probability of rightward motion in probe
trials (experiment 1: mean= 1.26± 1.11�/s; experiment 3:
mean=0.62±0.62�/s, Fig. 11, A and B). This observation was
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confirmed by a significant experiment � probability interac-
tion effect [F(1,8) = 32.39, P = 0.0005, g2

p = 0.80], indicating
that the effect of probability was smaller in experiment 3
than in experiment 1 (Fig. 11C). The main effect of probability
was also significant [F(1,8)=23.29, P = 0.001, g2

p = 0.74], and
the main effect of experiment was not significant [F(1,8)=5.10,
P = 0.05, g2

p = 0.39]. The bootstrappedmean and 95%CI of an-
ticipatory pursuit velocity in experiment 3 were 0.17±0.01�/s
for 50% and 0.61±0.01�/s for 90%. Consistently, the propor-
tion of trials with rightward anticipatory pursuit in the 90%
block, relative to the baseline anticipatory velocity in the 50%
block, was significantly reduced in experiment 3 [70.11±
7.44%, t(8)=4.88, P = 0.001, Cohen’s d =�1.63].

Persistent perceptual bias despite reduced motion
coherence.
We found a reduction in visually guided pursuit velocity,
confirming that a lower-coherence stimulus shown in con-
text trials elicited weaker pursuit, and thus was less likely to
cause sensory adaptation. However, we did not find a signifi-
cant difference in perceptual bias (Fig. 12). This observation
was confirmed by a lack of experiment � probability interac-
tion on the PSE [F(1,8) =0.53, P = 0.49, g2

p = 0.06], indicating
a similar magnitude of perceptual bias in both experiments
(Fig. 12B). The main effect of probability was significant [F
(1,8) =44.97, P = 0.0002, g2

p = 0.85], and the main effect of
experiment was not significant [F(1,8) =0.13, P = 0.73, g2

p =
0.02]. Congruently, the bootstrapped mean and 95% CI of
the PSE were �0.02 ± 0.002 for 50% and 0.05 ± 0.002 for

90%. Yet, equivalence tests of the difference of PSE across
experiments showed nonsignificant results [t(8) =0.70, P =
0.25], indicating insufficient evidence to clearly support a
null effect.

In summary, results from experiment 3 suggest that the
perceptual bias was not purely an aftereffect induced by
repeated exposure to strongmotion signals, because reduced
motion coherence in the context trial history did not modu-
late the perceptual repulsion bias.

DISCUSSION
By introducing a prior based on different probabilities of

rightwardmotion, we tested how expectation affected antici-
patory pursuit and direction perception. Anticipatory pur-
suit was directed toward the highest probability direction in
a given block of trials. By contrast, the direction of percep-
tual judgments was repelled away from the most probable
direction. This repulsion bias was unlikely to be caused by
anticipatory pursuit (experiment 2) or sensory adaptation
(experiment 3). More generally, results from experiment 2 to-
gether with a previous study showing that the opposite per-
ceptual bias persisted even when observers fixated through
the whole trial (15) suggest that eye movements are unlikely
to be the cause of the opposite perceptual bias.

These results make a novel contribution to the literature
on the comparison between perception and pursuit and
highlight that motion perception does not necessarily rely
on expectation in the same way as early, anticipatory pursuit
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Figure 11. A: the averaged (n =9) horizontal eye velocity
traces in probe trials across different probability conditions
in experiment 3. B: horizontal anticipatory pursuit velocity in
experiment 3 (n =9). C: the comparison of anticipatory pur-
suit velocity between experiments 1 and 3 (n =9 in each
experiment). Horizontal bars show the mean across observ-
ers, and the error bars show the 95% CI. CI, confidence
interval; RDK, random-dot kinematograms.
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responses do. These findings are generally congruent with a
previous study investigating trial history effects in the veloc-
ity domain (15). In that study, the authors presented random
sequences of brief, dot-motion stimuli with different speeds.
Observers were asked to track the motion with their eyes and
judge whether the current trial’s speed was faster or slower
than the speed averaged across previous trials. Whereas an-
ticipatory pursuit scaled with previous target speed, percep-
tual judgments were faster after slow stimuli and vice versa
for fast stimuli, indicating a similar repulsion effect as
observed for motion direction in the current study. Taken to-
gether, our study and the previous study show that opposite
effects on perception and anticipatory pursuit exist regard-
less of which feature of the stimulus is manipulated (speed
versus direction) and over which time course both responses
are compared (long-term prior versus shorter-term trial
history).

Such opposite biases and different sensitivities to manipu-
lations of motion signal strength in perception and pursuit
are generally compatible with the idea of different informa-
tion processing for both responses. Perception and visually
guided pursuit eye movements might rely on different infor-
mation accumulation and integration over time, due to differ-
ent needs of the perceptual and the oculomotor systems (5).
The current paper mainly compares perceptual responses to
another aspect of pursuit, the earliest, anticipatory phase that
is driven by cognitive, memory-related signals rather than by
visual signals. Interestingly, the present study did not find a
significant effect of direction expectation on the later, visually
guided phase of smooth pursuit. However, in trials in which
the perceived direction was incongruent with the physical
motion direction (i.e., followed a repulsion bias), visually
guided smooth pursuit was aligned with perception. In the
following paragraphs, we will discuss the characteristics of
the signals driving motion perception and different phases of
smooth pursuit with amain focus on anticipatory pursuit.

Different Biases in Motion Perception and Pursuit Might
Reflect How Both Responses Adapt to Task
Requirements

Studies on perceptual responses to manipulations in
short-term or long-term probability have mostly revealed an

attraction bias (20, 22, 23), in which perception follows the
recently viewed or most likely stimulus feature (direction,
orientation, etc.). Our paradigm utilized short-duration dis-
plays and introduced a statistical bias of motion direction
(long-term probability), similar to some of these studies (e.g.,
22). However, we observed a repulsion bias. These different
types of biases are interesting because they reveal that the
perceptual system might respond to different task and stim-
ulus environments in a flexible way, depending on the
requirements of the task (e.g., to sensitively respond to a
change or categorize information). A repulsion bias might
reflect the need of the perceptual system to stay alert and to
quickly respond to changes in the environment in an
energy-efficient way: there is no need to be highly sensitive
to a stimulus that always appears, whereas a novel stimulus
would alert the system and may require priority processing.
This is similar to the functional role of adaptation, yet results
from experiment 3 suggested that the repulsion perceptual
bias in our experiment was not caused by low-level sensory
adaptation.

Similarly, different result patterns in perception and pur-
suit might reflect different task requirements as well. Our
results resemble those obtained in other studies comparing
perception and pursuit (46), or pursuit and handmovements
(47). These studies found that pursuit generally followed the
motion average of different target and context speeds,
whereas perception and manual interception of a target fol-
lowed the difference of target and background. Akin to the
task requirements in our study, perception and action served
different functions in these studies as well. Whereas percep-
tion’s role appeared to be to segregate a target from the back-
ground, pursuit’s role was to track in the general target
direction in the presence of surrounding motion signals,
resulting inmotion vector averaging. In the present work the
tendency for pursuit to rely on integration rather than seg-
mentation of different signals seems to be extended to the
trial-history domain, and to the anticipatory phase: integra-
tion of visual signals across many trials would drive anticipa-
tory pursuit, whereas perception could be based on the
contrast between the current visual input and long-term
memory of visual motion. The latter is in line with the gen-
eral idea that the signal reflecting the prediction error plays
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an important role for sensory perception (48). Accordingly, a
weak signal of rightward motion in probe trials might have
been considered as not rightward because it did not meet the
expectation for strong rightward motion signals set by con-
text trials.

Expectation Effects on Anticipatory versus Visually
Guided Pursuit

Anticipatory pursuit has been shown to be not purely ha-
bitual (49, 11, 13) but also sensitive to different types of cogni-
tive cues and probabilistic context (14, 50) as well as to
reward (12). In addition, we show that anticipatory pursuit
velocity is modulated by motion coherence in context trials,
i.e., motion signal strength in the prior history. Our results
together with previous findings suggest that anticipatory
pursuit is based on the integration of multiple signals, from
low-level visual motion signals (weighted by the sensory
strength, or saliency, e.g., RDK coherence) to higher-level
cognitive cues such as expectation and reward. This holds
across the short time-scale of a single trial for visually guided
early smooth pursuit (e.g., 51) and a much longer time-scale
lasting several minutes for anticipatory pursuit, as in our ex-
perimental blocks. The assumption that anticipatory pursuit
is based on such an integration of multiple signals is reason-
able considering that the goal of anticipatory pursuit is to
reach accurate tracking as soon as possible, to reduce the
temporal delay in tracking the visual target.

Interestingly, whereas anticipatory pursuit showed an
attraction bias scaling with probability, late-phase visually
guided pursuit did not follow the same result pattern. This
difference might be expected given that visually guided pur-
suit and perception similarly rely on current sensory signals,
whereas anticipatory pursuit is driven by expectation.
Moreover, it is known that visually guided pursuit and
motion perception interact, and that motion perception can
modulate pursuit (39, 40). It is thus possible that the late-
phase visually guided pursuit observed in our experiment
was driven by perception, regardless of the nature of the ex-
pectation information.

Neural Correlates of Expectation Effects on Perceptual
Bias and Anticipatory Pursuit

The dissociation between effects of expectation on percep-
tion and anticipatory pursuit might be due to perception and
pursuit depending on different cortical areas during differ-
ent processing stages. For perception, modulation by expec-
tation might have affected sensory processing of current
stimuli, based on activity in early visual cortical areas. By
contrast, anticipatory pursuit is not triggered by current
stimuli but instead based on expectation or history, related
to activity in frontal cortical areas. In the following para-
graphs, we will discuss the neural correlates for perception
and anticipatory pursuit accordingly.

Cortical area MT and the medial superior temporal area
(MST) are the major sensory areas for motion processing for
both perception and visually guided smooth pursuit (52, 53).
It is unclear which specific cortical areas are responsible for
expectation effects on perception. However, there is evi-
dence that modulation in early sensory cortices, from pri-
mary visual cortex (V1) to MT and MST, might underlie

repulsion and attraction biases in perception. For example,
the repulsion bias in perceived orientation was found to be
stronger when the current and previous stimuli in a given
trial were presented at the same location (24). These findings
indicate that this orientation bias was driven by effects that
are spatially specific (and retinotopically congruent), which
likely implies modulation of neurons in early sensory cortex,
such as V1, responsive to stimuli within small receptive
fields. Similarly, spatial specificity has been found in visual
motion adaptation in relation to neuronal activity in area
MT (54). Area MT is known for its large receptive fields and
might inherit spatial specificity from V1 but also shows dis-
tinct adaptation responses (55) that could underlie a repul-
sion bias. Although our results indicate that such low-level
sensory adaptation was unlikely the cause of the repulsion
bias in our study, other mechanisms could have resulted in a
similar modulation of MT neuronal activity, leading to a
repulsion bias in perception. Congruently, for attraction
biases induced by expectation, functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging studies (e.g., 23) showed that representation
of visual motion direction in early sensory cortices from V1
to MT was biased toward the expected stimulus. Taken to-
gether, these studies indicate that sensory areas as early as
V1, and potentially up to MT and MST, play an important
role in the effect of expectation on motion perception.
Whether the modulation on early sensory cortex comes from
higher-level areas remains unclear.

The supplementary eye field (SEF) plays a critical role for
anticipatory pursuit, as shown in studies using electrical
microstimulation in SEF to elicit anticipatory pursuit (56).
Moreover, direction-selective neurons in area SEF showed
stronger activity before anticipatory pursuit in their pre-
ferred direction, indicating that SEF plays a role in the prep-
aration of anticipatory pursuit (57). The pursuit area of the
frontal eye field (FEFSEM) could also contribute to anticipa-
tory pursuit, because lesions in FEF could abolish the ipsil-
ateral anticipatory initiation of pursuit (58), and the prepara-
tory activity for eye movements of FEFSEM neurons could
start more than 600ms before target onset (59), making it a
good candidate to contribute to anticipatory movement
commands. We hypothesize that expectation based on visual
and/or motor history might be encoded in SEF and then
combined with current sensory evidence in FEF (60–62).
The source of visual motion history might come from MT
and MST, but the roles of these areas in anticipatory pursuit
remain to be tested (10).

Limitations and Future Directions

One limitation of the current study is the use of different
measurement metrics for perceptual and anticipatory pur-
suit responses, probabilistic on binary variables for the for-
mer and continuous for the latter. Different measurements
might have different sensitivities and noise sources, making
a correlation harder to be detected. This is a common issue
in many studies comparing perception and eye movements,
due to the distinct nature of the two types of responses (63).

Another limitation due to the measurement metrics is
that we were not able to analyze the temporal development
of the expectation effect (i.e., dependence on trial history)
for perception in detail. The relatively limited number of
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probe trials prevented us from finding reliable results when
we further divided data into smaller samples depending on
the recent trial history. Analyzing trial history dependence
could potentially explain some sources of the difference, as
anticipatory pursuit and perception have been shown to rely
on history on different temporal scales (15). Attraction and
repulsion perceptual bias seem to also operate on different
time scales (24, 64) and could occur with slight changes of
parameters in the same paradigm (65). Therefore, under-
standing the temporal dependency and development of the
effects of expectation would be crucial to understand the
complicated interaction between attraction and repulsion
biases.

We do not know how robust our results are with regard
to parametric variations of the visual stimuli, which
might be the reason for observing a repulsion bias instead
of attraction bias in perception. For example, an attrac-
tion bias is mostly observed in studies using moving stim-
uli whose directions differed by �60� or less (24) rather
than 180� (as in our study). In addition, effects of expecta-
tion are often examined with weak motion stimuli, i.e.,
low contrast (22) or low coherence (probe trials in our
study), because the Bayesian integration hypothesis pos-
tulates that the effect of expectation would be larger on a
stimulus with less reliable sensory signals. However,
reducing coherence might introduce changes other than
reducing contrast for RDK stimuli, such as inducing the
perceptual phenomenon of motion transparency, in
which two or more distinct surfaces are perceived as mov-
ing in different directions (66). Moreover, it is unclear
which aspect of the motion signal is driving perception in
our study. We did not assess speed perception and can
therefore not rule out that speed signals might have
affected perception irrespective of the coherence manip-
ulation. Motion characteristics of noise dots in an RDK,
together with their lifetime, affect the perception of
global motion as well as pursuit quality (67, 68). Future
work is needed to elucidate the potential influence of the
characteristics of sensory stimuli—ranging from simpli-
fied dots, blobs, and RDKs to more complex naturalistic
stimuli (69)—on behavioral biases in perception and eye
movements.

Finally, the perceptual repulsion bias observed in our and
other studies does not match predictions of optimal
Bayesian integration. Standard Bayesian inference would
predict an attraction bias to the prior. Combining this predic-
tion with the efficient coding hypothesis, whereby expecta-
tion modulates sensory likelihood, could account for the
repulsion biases (“Anti-Bayesian” effects; 70). In the future,
this kind of modeling approach might help understand the
complicated interaction between attraction and repulsion
biases induced by experience-based expectation across dif-
ferent behavioral tasks.
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